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News  

CED equipment in the Himalayas 
Signal, a Micro1401 and quad-channel isolated 1902 amplifier were recently used in a 
two week research study at The Pyramid Research Laboratory, 5050m above sea level in 
the Himalayas. Dr. Emma Ross from Brunel University, London, applied transcranial 
magnetic stimulation to volunteer subjects and recorded the resulting EMG activity from 
the quadriceps before and after exercise to investigate neuromuscular communication 
changes during environmental stress.  

 
CED equipment at the Pyramid Research Lab 

DIPSI Industries 
DIPSI Industries are now acting as distributors for CED data acquisition and analysis 
systems in France. For contact details and further information visit www.dipsi.com. 

Meetings and events 
British Pharmacological Society Winter Meeting 
Hilton Brighton Metropole 
Brighton, UK 
December 16th – 18th 2008 

Australian Neuroscience Society 
National Convention Centre 
Canberra, Australia 
January 27th – 30th 2009 
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Latest versions of Spike2 and Signal 
Updates for Spike2 and Signal are available from the CED downloads page, or by 
clicking on the links in the table below. Demonstration versions of the latest software are 
also available.   

 Spike2 downloads Signal downloads 
Spike2 version 6.10 Signal version 4.03 

Spike2 version 5.20 Signal version 3.10 

Spike2 demo Signal demo 

 

Spike2   
 

 

Q. Does Spike2 include keyboard shortcuts for scrolling data and controlling the Y-
axis display? 

A. There are a number of keyboard shortcuts available in Spike2 which allow control 
of the data display, as well as features such as active cursor searches, 
interactive measurements and spike classification. Below are listed some of the 
most commonly used keyboard shortcuts: 

 Left/Right arrow Scroll 1 pixel left/right 

 Shift+Left/Right Scroll several pixels left/right 

 Ctrl+Left/Right Scroll half a screen left/right 

 Home/End  Scroll to the start/end of the data 

 Ctrl+A  Select/De-select all channels 

 Ctrl+Q  Optimise selected channels 

 Ctrl+n  Where n is 0 to 9. Fetch vertical cursor 0 to 9 

Ctrl+Shift+Left/Right If cursor 0 is active, search for the next/previous 
feature 

 Some shortcut keys can also be used when clicking and dragging the mouse 
pointer to give interactive measurements (Alt+click and drag) or to classify 
spikes that intersect a line (Alt+Ctrl+ click and drag on a wavemark 
channel drawn in Overdraw display mode). 

 A full list of keyboard shortcuts can be found in the Spike2 on-line help under the 
topic keyboard shortcuts and data view. 

 

 

   

 

 

Q. Can overdrawn frames in Signal be shown as a waterfall-type display? 

A. Signal can overdraw frames in a ‘waterfall’ display using the 3D drawing mode. 
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Standard Windows shortcuts such as Ctrl+C can also be used to copy images of data files to the clipboard. These shortcuts are also supported on a Mac running Windows XP using Parallels or boot camp.



 
Overdraw settings 

The Overdraw settings dialog, available from the View menu, includes a 
checkbox for 3D drawing mode and options to set the colours used and the X, Y 
and Z perspective of the display. 

 

 
3D overdraw display using colour cycling 

 A full description of the 3D overdraw settings can be found in the Signal on-line 
help. 

Scripts: Spike2  
Q. Is there any way to export sections of data as text, based on the time of events in 

a data file? 

A. The attached script, TriggeredTextExport.s2s, will export data in sections 
of spreadsheet-format text based on a trigger channel, with each section 
separated by new column headers. All visible channels are exported based on 
user defined settings such as output sample rate and section length. 

Scripts: Signal  
Q. I have been using the new 3D overdraw display mode and was wondering if 

there is a script available to produce spreadsheet text output of a nominated 
channel that includes all of the overdrawn frames? 

A. The attached script, OverdrawnAsText.sgs will create a spreadsheet format 
text file of data from all frames in the frame display list of the current data file. 
The user nominates the channel to extract the text values from and the script 
collects the channel data from all frames in the display list. The user is then 
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If you have any problems 
opening the embedded 
scripts in this newsletter 
please let us know. 
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If you have any problems 
opening the embedded 
scripts in this newsletter 
please let us know. 


'$Export triggered text.s2s|Script to export data in spreadsheet text format for triggered data sections

'The script is a 'work in progress' and is offered without guarantees.
'You must test it to see whether it is suitable for your application.

'CED 5/12/08

var data%;														'Data file to export
var txt%;														'Text file containing exported data
var trigChan%;
var outRate := 100;											'Sample rate for data output
var interp% := 0;												'Data interpolation method
var shift% := 1;												'Flag for time shift to zero
var delim$ := "\"";											'String delimiter
var sep%,sep$;													'Separator list item and character
var path$;
var fName$;
var sLength := 1;												'Length of time sections to export
var tName$;														'Full text file name including path
var sExpTime,eExpTime;										'Start and end of total time to export

ToolbarSet(1, "Quit");
ToolbarSet(3, "Open file", Open%);
ToolbarSet(5, "Export time range", DoExport%);
ToolbarEnable(5,0);
Toolbar("Export of triggered data sections to spreadsheet text",1023);

Func Open%()
data% := FileOpen("",0,2);
if data% > 0 then
	Window(0,0,100,100);
	FrontView(data%);
	ToolbarEnable(5,1);
	path$ := FileName$(1) + FileName$(2);					'Get path of data file
endif;
return 1;
end;

Func DoExport%()
var ok%;
var i%;
var nSections%;
var sSecTime,eSecTime;										'Start and end of individual export sections
View(data%);
DlgCreate("Spreadsheet text output parameters");
DlgChan(1, "Trigger channel",46);
DlgReal(2, "Section length to export (s)",0.001,1000);
DlgReal(3, "Output sample rate (Hz)",1,100000);
DlgList(4, "Waveform interpolation method", "Nearest|Linear|Spline|As drawn");
DlgCheck(5, "Time shift each section to start at 0.0 seconds");
DlgString(6, "String delimiter",1);
DlgList(7, "Separator", "Tab|Space|Comma");
DlgString(8, "Name for text file",30);
DlgText("Leaving blank will copy data file name",17,9);
ok% := DlgShow(trigChan%,sLength,outRate,interp%,shift%,delim$,sep%,fName$);
if ok% > 0 then
	docase															'Sep separator string
		case sep% = 0 then
			sep$ := "\t";
		case sep% = 1 then
		   sep$ := " ";
		case sep% = 2 then
			sep$ := ",";
	endcase;
	ExportRectFormat(outRate,interp%,delim$,sep$);		'Set format details
	ExportChanList(shift%);										'Shift data to zero if required
	CursorSet(2);													
	CursorLabel(4,1,"Start");
	Cursorlabel(4,2,"End");
	Interact("All visible channels will be exported. Hide any channels not required then position cursors around area to export and press OK",1023);
	While (LastTime(trigChan%,Cursor(2)) + sLength) > MaxTime() do
		Interact("Not enough data for last section, please adjust export time range and press OK",1023);
	wend;
	if fName$ = "" then
		fName$ := FileName$(3) + FileName$(4);
	endif;
	tName$ := path$ + fName$ + ".txt";
	txt% := FileNew(1);												'Open text file in window
	View(data%);
	if Cursor(1) = 0 then						
		sExpTime := -1;												'Set start time before 0 if set to zero (prevents missing possible event at zero time)
	else
		sExpTime := Cursor(1);										'Otherwise set time limits at cursor positions
	endif;
	eExpTime := Cursor(2);
	nSections% := Count(trigChan%,Cursor(1),eExpTime);
	if nSections% > 0 then
		sSecTime := sExpTime;
		for i% := 1 to nSections% do
			View(data%);
			sSecTime := NextTime(trigChan%,sSecTime);			'Set start at next event
			eSecTime := sSecTime + sLength;						'Set end time
			ExportChanList(shift%);									'Clear list
			ExportChanList(sSecTime,eSecTime,-2);				'Set time range to export
			EditCopy(4);												'Copy to clipboard
			View(txt%);
			EditPaste();												'Paste to text window
			Print("\n\n");
		next;
	View(txt%).FileSaveAs(tName$,1,1);
	endif;
endif;
return 1;
end;




CED
TriggeredTextExport.s2s


'$OverdrawnAsText|Script to give a spreadsheet text style output of overdrawn frames, with one
'frame per column. User selects a waveform channel from an open data file and waveform values
'for each frame are collected and saved to an external text file named by the user.

'The script is a 'work in progress' and is offered without guarantees.
'You must test it to see whether it is suitable for your application.

'CED 5/12/08

var file%;					'Handle for file 
var nFrame%;				'Number of frames in file
var frames%[500];			'Array to hold frames from overdraw list

if ViewKind() = 0 then		'Check selected view holds data
	
file%:= View();				'Get the file handle
Window(0,0,100,100);		'Position window
Frame(1);					'Go to first frame	
FrontView(file%);			'Bring to front
Optimise(-1);				'Optimse the data
nFrame%:=OverdrawGetFrames(frames%[]);		'Count frames in overdraw list
if nFrame% = 0 then			'If no frames in list
Message("No frames are selected in the overdraw frame list! Set frames for overdraw and re-run the script");	'warn user and halt
halt;endif;	
else
Message("No data file selected! Select a data file and re-run script!");halt;		'If current view is not a data file, warn user and halt
endif;

PrintVals%();		'Call the function for text output

Func PrintVals%()
var chan%;			'Waveform channel to print
var nPoints%;		'No. of data points in waveform channel
var c%;				'Counter for frames
var n%;				'Counter for data points
var txt%;

DlgCreate("Select channel to print");	'Prompt user to select a channel
DlgChan(1,"Channel",1);
DlgShow(chan%);
	
nPoints%:= (1/BinSize(chan%))*(MaxTime()-MinTime());	'Get the number of data points

var frameVals[nPoints%+1][nFrame%+1];	'Create an array to hold data points and frame number

for c%:= 1 to nFrame% do		'For each overdrawn frame
	Frame(frames%[c%]);			'Set frame to current

	for n%:= 1 to nPoints% do	'For each data point
		frameVals[n%][c%]:= View(file%,chan%).[n%-1];	'get the values for the given frame
	next;

next; 	

txt%:= FileOpen("",8,1);	'Open external text file

FrontView(txt%);

Print("s");		'Column for time of point

for c%:= 1 to nFrame% do		'For each frame
	Print("\tFrame %d",frames%[c%]);		'Print column headers
next;
	
for n%:=1 to nPoints% do		'For each data point
	Print("\n%f",(View(file%).BinSize(chan%)*(n%-1)));	'Print time of current point

	for c%:= 1 to nFrame% do	'For each frame	
		Print("\t%f",frameVals[n%][c%]);		'Print data values
	next;

next;

return 1;
end;



CED
OverdrawnAsText.sgs

CED
Signal can display overdrawn frames using different colour settings such as fading to background or fading to a secondary colour



prompted to save the spreadsheet output as a text file, which can then be 
opened in Signal or in a spreadsheet program. 

Did you know…? 
You can control the primary and background colours of individual channels in Spike2 and 
Signal from the Colour Palette. 

Recent questions   
Q. I am using Signal for TMS studies with a MagPro stimulator and would like to 

know if there is any way to control the stimulus intensity of the MagPro from 
Signal? 

A. The MagPro model of magnetic stimulator has a 6-pin Lemo connector on the 
front panel that will accept a voltage input on pin 4 to set the stimulus intensity. A 
voltage of 0 corresponds to a stimulus intensity of 0%. The 100% intensity level 
is set by a voltage of 4.096. You could use multiple states in Signal to set up a 
series of stimulus intensity protocols using a DAC output to control the MagPro 
stimulator. 

User group      
If you have any comments about the newsletter format and content, or wish to un-
subscribe from the mailing list for this newsletter, please notify sales@ced.co.uk. 
All Trademarks are acknowledged to be the Trademarks of the registered holders. 
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